Price Guide

Photo Prints

We now offer professional prints from your recent photo sessions.
Available photo sizes range from wallets to 30 in. x 40 in. After your
session, we will upload your photos to our online proofing system.
We will provide you with a special password, so only you and those
you give the password to will be able to view/order your photos.
This is a great way to share your session with family and friends.
Notes:
• Wallets are 2.5x3.5 inches and are printed 8-up on a sheet and
will need to be punched out.
• Wallet units are die cut for rounded corners.
• If you are looking for prints in other sized, please contact us
for a custom quote.

Prices
Print Size

Lustre/Glossy

8 up wallet*

$11.00

5x7

$10.00

10x13

$20.00

20x30

$60.00

4x6

8x10

11x14

24x36
30x40

$5.00

$16.00

$22.00
$85.00
$90.00

* see notes to the left about wallets
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Acrylic w/ Metal Posts

Float Mount

Wall Display

Metal Easel

Metal Prints
Metal Prints give your home décor an ultra-modern feel. Brighten
up any workspace with sleek, stylish, contemporary art. Create
breathtaking scenes in a studio or gallery space. No matter where
they are displayed, Metal Prints will steal the show!
Display one Metal Print for a dramatic stand-alone statement.
Group any amount together for an attention-grabbing wall
collage. We offer a variety of sizes ranging from 4x6” to 40x60” for
endless display possibilities. We are happy to accommodate your
needs with custom options and quotes.

Inset Metal Frame

Metal Posts

Magnet

Prices

Metal Prints start at $24 for a 4x6” and go up to $1050 for a
40x60”. Mounting options have an extra charge.
Contact us for your custom quote.

We offer several easy hanging options that enhance the look of
your Metal Prints.
Choose an Inset Metal Frame or Float Mount for a modern
unframed look. The Inset Metal Frame and the Float Mount are
our most durable backing options that we highly recommend for
large Metal Prints. The Inset Metal Frame is black, 1 5⁄16” in depth,
and available for Metal Prints that are sized 8x8” and larger.
Showcase your art with 1/4” or 1/2” acrylic and sleek standoff
metal posts in each corner for an impressive, professional finish.
Go more contemporary by skipping the acrylic and just adding
the metal posts.
Add a Metal Easel Back to display your small Metal Prints on a
tabletop surface. The easel back option is available for Metal
Prints up to sizes 10x10” and 8x12”. A Magnet backing option is
also available for Metal Print sizes up to 6x6”.
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Wall Display

Wall Display

Gallery Wraps

We offer both Fine Art Canvas and Lustre photographic paper
Gallery Wraps with custom sizes between 8x10” and 40x60”
Gallery Wraps arrive complete and ready to hang on the wall the
moment they are received.
Gallery Wraps are available printed on a fine art canvas using an
inkjet process or on Lustre Photographic Paper using a traditional
canvas process. Lustre paper Gallery Wraps enhance the look
and vibrancy of your image. With photographic print gallery
wraps, an actual photographic print is created and its emulsion
is stripped, bonded to canvas and wrapped around the wood
frame.
Gallery Wraps are made with real wood and are 1.5” in depth.
Mix and match lengths to create the perfect custom size.
All gallery wraps include a matte, semi-gloss, or high gloss
laminate to protect the gallery wrap from scuffs, scratches, and
cracking. The laminate also provides UV light protection.
Framing paper covers the back of the gallery wrap with metal
hangers and corner bumpers, or choose the wire hanger option
without paper backing. Your gallery wrap will be ready to hang
on the wall the minute it arrives.

Float Wraps
Float Wrap are the new, unique option to display images. Float
Wraps are similar to Gallery Wraps in that they add dimension
by extending out from the wall. Float wraps are unique in that
they appear to be floating on the wall with the main focus on the
image! Create a modern display with a Float Wrap wall collage
that is ready to hang once removed from the box! Float Wraps
are available in custom sizes between 8x10” and 20x30”.
Float Wraps are created by wrapping the photographic print or
canvas print around masonite to create a thin wrap. The print
or canvas is protected with a laminate and padding is added
between the print and the masonite to give the front of the Float
Wrap a raised, elegant look and feel. The back of the Float Wrap
is complete with black paper backing and a black 3/4” or 1.5”
thick gatorboard block that allows the Float Wrap to extend out
from the wall. The back of the block also contains drilled holes
for hanging. Or, if you’d prefer to display your Float Wrap on an

Prices

Gallery Wraps start at $120 for a 8x10” and go up to $900 for a
40x60”. Mounting options have an extra charge.
Float Wraps start at $59 for a 8x10” and go up to $250 for a
20x30”. Mounting options have an extra charge.
Contact us for your custom quote.
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Additional Products

Here are some addional products that are available by custom
quote only. Contact us for more information.
Photo Cards
Image Cubes
Image Blocks
Small Ornaments
Framed Prints
Small Ornaments

Wall Display

Standout Mounts

Standout is the perfect contemporary mounting option that
doesn’t require a frame to hang on the wall. The sleek edges and
sides of the Standout mount can create a modern wall display
with the focus all on the image. Standout is available in two
depths, ¾" and 1-1/2" so dimension can be added to a wall by
mixing and matching Standout depths in the display. Standout is
currently available in popular sizes from 8x10 to 30x40.
Standout is made from lightweight foam banded with a Black,
White, Light Wood, or Stainless edge and comes ready to display
with hanging holes on the backside. Photographic prints, Fine Art
Canvas and Fine Art Velvet prints can be mounted onto the front
of Standout. Standout is currently available in popular sizes from
8x10 to 30x40. All Standout board dimensions are undersized by
¼”.

Image Cubes

Image Blocks

Photo Cards

Framed Prints

Prices

Standout Mounts start at $40 for a 8x8” and go up to $520 for a
30x40”. Mounting options have an extra charge.
Contact us for your custom quote.
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